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Introduction

Intellectual property is a strategic area in innovation ecosystems and especially relevant for
the technology sector.2 Whether the innovation concerns extreme high demand features in
smartphones or simple original ideas, patents usually protect innovative technologies that are
likely to be implemented. Patents are important to all kind of stakeholders amongst the
different fields, from start-ups and SMEs to large technological companies such as Apple,
Samsung, Hewlett Packard, Nokia, Ericsson, and Panasonic. To offer consumers compatible
products (like smartphones) many companies adopt technical standards which guarantee high
reliable, low latency and high-speed connectivity among different devices. A patent that is
required for the implementation of a standard is known as a Standard Essential Patent (SEP).3
Companies negotiate with each other when licensing SEPs. One of the most frequent
discussions is about the royalty fees, the calculation of which requires the use of a royalty
base. In this paper, we focus on two different methodologies (for the calculation of royalties):
Smallest Salable Patent-Practicing Unit (SSPPU) and Entire Market Value Rule (EMVR). We
first introduce an overview of what surrounds the discussion, which institutions are involved
in the patent ecosystem, as well as where the SSPPU vs. EMVR discussion arises. We then
address the theoretical background of the SSPPU creation and evolution, focusing on the
economic disadvantages of SSPPU. Furthermore, we list the consequences of applying a too
low basis, mainly attempting to clarify the drawbacks of applying SSPPU.
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The SEP and the FRAND ecosystem

Standards are necessary because “interoperability is an essential requirement for many
electronic devices” and there is a need in assuring compatibility among a substantial number
of different devices.4 Standards bring, amongst others “improved market access as a result of
increased competitiveness and efficiency, reduced trading costs, simplified contractual
agreements, and increased quality”5 and are developed by Standard Development
Organisations (SDOs). Examples of SDOs are the Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers (IEEE), the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI).
SDOs usually encourage their members to license SEPs on Fair, Reasonable and NonDiscriminatory (FRAND) terms and conditions.6 FRAND incentivises to innovate and
contribute to the development of an industry7 by providing a fair and adequate reward to
innovators and access to those implementing SEPs.8 Therefore, FRAND regime has allowed
for the unprecedent innovation diffusion from the last 25 years.9
FRAND terms are to be determined in bilateral negotiations. However, if these negotiations
fail, parties may end in litigation. Courts will then determine whether behavior of the parties
has been FRAND10 and, if necessary, establish a FRAND royalty.
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Origin of the SSPPU approach

In the context of patent infringement and contract negotiations, the EMVR refers to
calculating royalties considering the current market value of an entire product. While EMVR
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is the traditionally applied methodology, the SSPPU approach is a rather recent development,
an evidentiary concept only applied in US court jury trials and born in Cornell v HP.11
In Cornell v HP the patented technology at issue encompassed an Instruction Reorder Buffer,
which is a small part of a processor built in a Central Processing Unit (CPU) Brick.12 In pretrial sessions, Cornell’s damages expert claimed damages based on the “CPU Brick”
revenues. Nevertheless, the Court stated that “the entire market value rule permits recovery of
damages based on the value of the entire apparatus containing several features, where the
patent related feature is the basis for customer demand”, and considered that in this case there
was no evidence of consumer demand at the CPU Brick level, and that the parts were sold
together for “mere business advantage”. Therefore, the Court granted HP the motion by using
only the processors’ revenue as damages base, leading to drastically lower damages (from $23
billion - originally granted by the jury applying CPU Brick as base - to $6 billion).13
The main argument for applying the SSPPU in jury trials has been the perceived risk the
cognitive bias of jurors,14 if using as base an amount that includes non-patented elements,
would lead to over-compensating the patent holder.15 SSPPU was later on adopted in cases
like LaserDynamic v Quanta (by the Federal Circuit)16 and In re Innovatio.17 Finally, the
Federal Circuit later on clarified that SSPPU is not mandatory18 and allowed for an
apportionment of the end product.19
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Disadvantages of deviating from commercial practice: SSPPU

According to Bauer and Erixon,20 three main problems arise from the point of view of the
technical legal terms when applying SSPPU in FRAND royalty determination: (1) Opaque
information about SEP exposures, (2) Unclear valuation of the patented technologies and (3)
Risks of uncertainty in enforcement. A compilation of SSPPU disadvantages is presented
below.
Patent claim covers more than a small component
The first argument against the use of SSPPU is related to the fact that technical inventions
typically cover more than the smallest saleable unit. In the SEP environment this is especially
true for systems, methods and multi-component devices. For example, when analysing patents
declared as potentially essential of a major contributor of standardisation, Williams and
Putnam concluded that no patents contained claims restricted to the baseband processor
only.21
Comparable licenses, typically used in industry, do not apply SSPPU
Using comparable license, i.e. determining FRAND by ‘comparing’ licenses signed between
SEP holder and similar situated licensees, is a common industry practice in bilateral FRAND
negotiations.22 In these FRAND agreements the parties typically negotiate a percentage-rate
running royalty based on the price of the end product. As recognised by the Federal Circuit,
comparable agreements can be considered “sufficiently comparable to the hypothetical
licenses”.23
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Risk of under-compensating the SEP holder
When the license is calculated based on SSPPU, following aspects are ignored “(1) the effects
that the patented technology has on the value of the downstream product and (2) the value that
synergies between complementary technologies create”.24
As a result, some argue that by applying SSPPU the return for 10 years of R&D investments
by the Small and Medium Enterprises that co-invented NCF would be reduced by a factor of
30 to 50.25 In Ericsson v HTC, HTC claimed that under the SSPPU approach, Ericsson’s
royalty should be between $0.01 and $0.08 per 4G device. The court, however, concluded that
based on market-based evidence of the value of cellular and Ericsson’s submitted comparable
licenses, both of Ericsson’s offers to HTC [not following SSPPU] –$2.50 or 1% with a $1
floor and a $4 cap per 4G device– were fair, reasonable, and non-discriminatory.26
Synergies on entire device usage
When the SSPPU approach fails to recognise the overall value created from the patented
technologies, which is higher than the sum up value of individual technologies. This is
because “the synergies, or additional value obtained by combining assets, are the result of
complementarities among the assets”. 27 For example, when camera and cellular connectivity
is used together in the device, it is possible to share the photos, enlarging the value created by
both camera and connectivity isolated, which are theoretically unrelated. 28
Cognitive bias of the jurors
SSPPU approach is only used in jury trials (in the US). The reason to favor this approach is
because the initial piece of information impacts people’s decisions massively.29 This is called
cognitive bias. Main biases in damages calculations are called “framing”30 and “anchoring”.
As explained before, it was assumed by US courts that if a jury would be presented to a “too
24
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large” base (i.e. the end product), the jury might “anchor” to a too high royalty rate.
Therefore, the jury would tend to give their verdict with excessively large damages award.
However, biases can go in either direction; excessive or too low damages. A patentee can be
under-compensated if applying a too low base, which is typically the case of SSPPU.
Use-value relation
Although US law declares that the damages awarded should “in no event [be] less than a
reasonable royalty for the use made of the invention by the infringer”,31 SSPPU approach
disconnects the “use” part of the invention.32 Also, the widespread use of Georgia Pacific
rules which was established in Georgia Pacific Corp. v US Plywood Corp.33 highlight the
importance of using the value of the patent-in-suit.34 The rule 11, i.e. “the extent to which the
infringer has made use of the invention; and any evidence probative of the value of that use”,
underlines use value of the patent license in calculation of reasonable royalty.
SSPPU approach, on the other hand, fails to explain the correlation for customer demand on a
wider appreciation of the product.35
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Conclusions

Royalty calculation is often the most challenging tasks for US juries in SEP infringement
cases. Concerned about the cognitive bias of jurors if applying a too high base for FRAND
royalty calculations, some US courts have chosen to apply SSPPU, i.e. “a component of a
product that can be used as a royalty base”.36
Despite not being mandatory, the use of SSPPU is still a deviation from the industry practice
and could easily lead to an insufficient reward for SEP holders (as the cognitive bias works
also in the other direction, i.e. when using a too low base). According to a European
Commission’s report “FRAND determination requires taking into account the present value
31
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added of the patented technology”.37 However, if determining FRAND based on SSPPU,
innovators would no longer benefit from the value created by themselves. This in turn which
could lead to an increase of efficient litigation,38 and a decreased incentive to innovate,
meaning lower investments in R&D.39 Another possible consequence would be that
companies would stop sharing the result of massive R&D investments in standardisation, so
that consumers would suffer lower quality standards, in detriment of consumer welfare.
In times where a highly reliable, low latency and high-speed standardised connectivity is
necessary for the digital transformation,40 it is indispensable that innovators can obtain a
return on investment on their cutting-edge technologies. SSPPU put this important goal at
risk.
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